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The Church of the Nazarene tells the lost

Olive Winchester Memorial, Guatemala City, Guatemala

That the blood of Jesus for sin atones.

Out on the rolling, grassy veldt,

Church of the Nazarene in Africa. Words are, "He Com
eth,” in Greek, Shangaan, and Sipedi.

Or under the fir trees straight and tall.

Florence Eckel Memorial, under construction in Japan
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Tpnis month we celebrate the birth of the ChrisA tian Church. Whitsunday falls on May
twenty-ninth and the ten-day period commemo
rating the Upper Room experience begins on
May twentieth.

Pentecost had everything to do with the evan
gelization of the world. The fullness of the Spirit
always breaks forth in wondrous action. On that
day. the words of eternal life, through Spirit-filled
Christians, began an unresting journey around
the world.

In July of 1952, the International Missionary
Council at Willingen, German, said:
“Our
churches are sick. The sickness is shown in their
being at home in the world and conformed to
the world’s standards. At the same time the
churches are sick in that they are isolated from
the world and are failing to speak to it . . .
The worldliness of the Church and its isolation
from the world are two manifestations of the same
sickness.
“For why should the world listen to a Church
so much like itself, which yet claims, as the body
of Christ, to be the hope of the world?”
It is evident that holiness is a prerequisite to
a genuine spiritual advance. The Upper Room
of tarrying and the Pentecostal experience of
heart purity are essential. Shallow purposes and
selfish desires have no place in this mighty ad
vance for Christ. Conformity to the world will
never win it. The result is always a powerless
church which is filled with the spirit of the world.
“Be not conformed to this world,” wrote the mis
sionary apostle.
There must be separation, but not isolation.
The Spirit-filled Christian has a message for the
world. Every other interest is secondary. His
chief desire and burning passion is the extension
of Christ’s kingdom in men’s hearts everywhere.
Since Christ was crucified for the world, the de
light of the Spirit-filled Christian is to keep him
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self constantly on the stretch to hasten the ful
fillment of Christ’s purpose.

A young man once asked Bishop Selwyn,
“What shall I do for Christ?” And the bishop
replied, “Go where He is not, and take Him
with you.”
This is holy living. It is simple, but powerful.
It will include the non-Christian home across
the street and the non-Christian nation across
the sea. Where the Spirit-filled Christian cannot
go in person, he will help send someone spe
cifically called to the task he would like to ac
complish himself.

But if there is a dearth of holy living it is
tragic.
Then, self-indulgence replaces self
discipline, and a multiplication of principles re
sults in no practice. Ease and comfort become
the controlling desire.
When Alexander Duff returned from India
and traveled among the Scottish churches, he
concluded that there was money in abundance,
but it did not find its way into the Lord’s treas
ury. “It is invested,” he said, “in stately man
sions, splendid equipages, extravagant furniture,
costly entertainments, and idle and useless lux
uries. The churches are treating the cause of
Christ as Dives treated Lazarus.”

Holy living is nourished by diligent prayer. The
Master, in His struggle to provide this holy re
ligion, sweat, as it were, great drops of blood.
When we lack intensity and depth of desire, we
fail in this secret of our spiritual strength. A sin
cere and vigorous prayer life will keep the spirit
of the world out and, at the same time, will
strengthen the motivation for a mighty advance
for Christ, as each Spirit-filled Christian finds
his place under the Holy Spirit’s unerring guid
ance.
Let Pentecost challenge us to a crusade of
holy living!
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Behold, I stand at the door, and knock (Rev.
3:20).

Jiram first heard 61 Christ from Mae Tidwell
McKay, many years ago. He was a well-born
Hindu and very haughty in his contentment. He
would not listen to the knocking of Christ at his
heart’s door. With infinite love and patience
Christ continued to plead with this young man
for twenty years, but Jiram resolutely refused
to heed His voice. He married and had a family
of children, and still the patient knocking of the
Saviour continued.

One day, as Jiram watched his son perform
the rites of idol worship, the Holy Spirit spoke
with overwhelming conviction, and right then
Jiram opened his heart and invited Christ to
come in.
Later, when he was baptized, he said, “It isn’t
only my life, but my children too must know
Christ, who has knocked at my heart’s door so
long.”—Mary E. Anderson, India.
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By Everette Howard

Texas-Mexican District

Corpus Christi, Texas, Mexican Church of the Nazarene.
This is the congregation and Sunday school, taken one
year from the date the church was started.

The beautiful Iglesia del Nazareno, for the
Spanish-speaking Nazarenes of Corpus Christi,
Texas, was dedicated recently by Dr. Remiss Reh
feldt, general secretary of foreign missions.
This church has attracted the attention of
many people in the south-central states because
of its rapid growth from nothing to one of the
largest churches in the Spanish-speaking work,
in less than one year. The Alabaster Box funds
were used as a down payment and the local con
gregation is paying the monthly installments on
the large building and Sunday-school annex.
Their average attendance at the first of the year
was 140.
During Dr. Rehfeldt's tour every pastor ac
cepted the challenge to become 100 per cent mem
bers of the Prayer and Fasting League and read
ers of the Herald of Holiness in Spanish.
The Texas-Mexican pastors have brought their
gains in membership up to 60 per cent over last
year: their Sunday-school attendance up 30 per
cent; and their giving up 50 per cent. They are
proud to be one of the three “foreign” 10 per cent
districts.
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npiE prophet Isaiah, getting a glimpse of the
A last days, declared that "the Lord’s house
shall be established in the top of the mountains,
and shall be exalted above the hills: and all na
tions shall flow into it.” The sacred writers have
repeatedly called our attention to the mountains.
Our Lord, during His earthly ministry, often went
there to pray, and one of His marvelous ser
mons, which is recorded by Matthew, was
preached from a mountainside.
We have just returned from the mountaintops
of the Pacific. The Hawaiian Islands are exactly
that. Extending from the northwest to the south
east over a distance of more than one thousand
miles, the seven islands are actually the tops of
a chain of mountains whose bases are submerged.
The southeastern island of Hawaii is by far the
largest, with an area of more than all the others
put together. The two highest mountains on this
island are Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea, both of
which have an altitude above sea level of nearly
fourteen thousand feet. More than half the island,
actually, is below the ocean; for from the ocean
floor to the top of these two volcanic mountains
is thirty thousand feet. We saw one crater on
Hawaii that was a mile long, three-fifths of a
mile wide, and five hundred feet deep, with per
pendicular walls.

The climate is ideal, if there is such perfection
existing on earth. The temperature ranges from
68 to 80 degrees, and very seldom do they have
a severe storm. The rainfall is sufficient, with
the possible exception of the city of Hilo on
the windward side of Hawaii, where the rains
are often more than sufficient. Ordinarily Hilo
has an average rainfall of 200 inches. Last year
it was a trifle dry, they say, and yet they had
180 inches of rain. Hilo is a city of twenty-three
thousand people. We have an organized church
there with a good church building and parson
age.
The Hawaiian Islands are within easy access of
the United States. Pan American planes maintain
a regular schedule to Hawaii from Portland, San
Francisco, and Los Angeles.

Honolulu is approximately 2,500 miles from the
mainland and can be reached in nine to eleven
hours. Last year the Islands had 194,000 tourist
visitors and these generous guests spent fifty mil
lion dollars before they left.
May, 1955

7hr district superintendent ami hi> uije. nith some
of the pastors and their wives, and Dr. C. Warren Jones.

As a church, we are especially interested in
the people. The beautiful scenery and the de
lightful climate are incidental. The Church of
the Nazarene has come to Hawaii with one pur
pose in mind—to spread the gospel and build the
Kingdom. Everything else is of minor importance.
The Hawaiian Islands have a population of some
five hundred thousand people. There are about
one hundred and ninety thousand Japanese, sixty
thousand Filipinos, thirty-five thousand Chinese,
thirty thousand Portuguese, ten thousand Puerto
Ricans, ten thousand Koreans, ten thousand pure
Hawaiians, eighty-five thousand part-Hawaiians,
and about seventy thousand Caucasians.
For the most part the people lead an easy life.
The delightful climate along with the natural
beauty and the grandeur of the country seems
to have a soothing effect and it is a temptation to
take life easy. There is an abundance of material
wealth and many of the rich have their homes
here. There is a very small minority of extremely
poor people, and a large middle class who draw
high wages and large salaries.
The majority of the people are religious. TheCatholics claim 25 per cent and the Buddhists
20 per cent. When the Japanese came to the
Islands, they brought with them their religion,
Buddhism. We visited two Buddhist temples in
(Continued on page 4)
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NOTES
QUOTES
happened in

(juatemafa

By Kenneth L. Bryant, twelve years old

The missionaries of Guatemala deal with three
races: the Indian, the Negro, and the white. Some
missionaries live in very isolated places where
they seldom see any others than the ones with
whom they work.
This year at the Inter-missions Conference that
was held in Coban, the daughter of a missionary
couple who served only Indians met her first
Negro friend. She scrutinized him carefully from
head to toe, and then in happy wonder inquired,
“Are you Little Black Sambo?”

1.
What is an assimilado?
2. Who asked whom if he were Little Black
Sambo?
3. What missionary has had to take “more
baby steps than giant steps”?
4. Where did every pastor accept the challenge
to become 100 per cent members of the Prayer
and Fasting League?
5. Where is the average rainfall 200 inches an
nually ?
6. Name the seven problems that Pentecost
solved.
7. What does Rhoda sometimes do? What does
she always do?
8. When is a good time to begin tithing the
tithes, and what does this mean? '
9. How does Mr. Coats suggest Nazarenes
might raise $9,838,000.00 for world evangelism?
10. Name three definite answers to prayer re
ported in this Other Sheep.

^lazareneA in ddritisk JdonduraA

Our work in Punta Gorda continues to en
courage and challenge us. Brother Bishop is to
be with us again on Palm Sunday, at which time
we except to organize the church. During his
meeting with us in January there were about
eighteen who indicated a desire to unite with the
church. Most of these have been regular sup
porters of the work here for the past three or
four years.
The church and school at San Pedro, Columbia,
twenty-one miles from here, are now under the
leadership of Brother Christopher Joseph. He
finished the Bible school course last year. The
church there is in the best condition we’ve seen
for it since the work began. They have already
paid their budgets for the year and are con
tributing regularly to pastoral support.—W. C.
Fowler, Jr.

for the new work in Negritos, Peru. It was

PRAY started through a convert in Talara whose
father lived in Negritos. Sunday school
and church services are held in—and
around—the father’s home—twenty-five
or thirty inside and sometimes as many
as forty on the porch looking in.

PRAY for the new converts among the coloured
people of Africa. Four of these young
men have enrolled in our coloured Bible
school and are preparing to preach.

for the vacation Bible schools which mis

ffllonntains . . . ^rom p-3^

PRAY sionaries and Bible school students will

Honolulu and one was a large, beautiful structure.
The Chinese, when they came, left their old re
ligions in the homeland. Only 6 per cent of the
entire population, or about thirty thousand, are
Protestants. This gives us some idea of what we
face in the task of giving the gospel to the
Islanders.
The challenge of spreading the gospel and con
serving our results through building the church
is tremendous. There are people in Hawaii’s
various groups who can be reached and the re
sponsibility is ours. It can and must be done.

be carrying on in many countries during
the next few months. These schools reach
many new families; adults often attend
the sessions with their children. Souls
are won.

^Jhe Jop
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for our mission field assemblies. These

PRAY meetings are of vital importance to the

progress of the work. The missionaries
need our prayers for God’s guidance as
they seek to lead the nationals toward
the goal of full self-support and selfgovernment.
The Other Sheep

Bailing up the east coast of Africa and calling
at the various ports as far as Mombasa,
Kenya, reveals the conglomeration which is
Africa today. Let me tell you a little about it.

1. DURBAN is one of the thriving modern
cities of the Union of South Africa, the gateway
through which pass all the goods and implements
of modern civilization, with many of the sales
men to sell them and the technicians to operate
them. Through it also pass many of the mission
aries to evangelize her peoples. There are. in the
Union of South Africa, two million white people,
usually called Europeans, and eight million black
people, a large percentage of whom are still liv
ing in their primitive state.
Missions have been working in this land for
over one hundred years, and as a result, many of
the black population have reached a stage of edu
cation. responsibility, and character which is the
equal, and in some cases in advance, of some of
the white people.
Our missionaries in Swaziland and in the Trans
vaal, and our recently started white district in
South Africa, have a great field in which to work
and to demonstrate the practical application of
the holiness message in such a field.

2. BEIRA is a port in Mocambique. It is a
Portuguese colony—a reminder of the days in
the fifteenth century when the Portuguese were
a great nation of seafaring explorers, and were
the first white men- to open up the way into the
Dark Continent when Vasco da Gama rounded
the Cape of Good Hope in 1497 a.d. Portugal gov
erns a long section of this coast. It has taken
us three days and nights of constant sailing to
pass the coast of Mocambique. In this territory,
the aim is to make the whole population ulti
mately Portuguese citizens. The progress is slow,
for the mass of the people are raw heathen Afri
cans.
Protestant missions, among whom we are glad
to number the Church of the Nazarene, maintain
a difficult but successful foothold here, and are
helping to produce black Portuguese Christian
citizens. Our church also has a white Portuguese
congregation with Rev. Floyd Perkins as the pas
tor. at the capital, Lourenco Marques.
There is no policy of "white supremacy” here.
A black man, with the requisite educational and
character standards becomes an assimilado: that
is, he is assimilated into a Portuguese citizen with
May, 1955

the same rights as the white citizens. Military
service is demanded of him just as in the case
of the white Portuguese in the colony. Portugal
also has a white colonization scheme under way
whereby white Portuguese peasants and artisans
are being settled in the great fertile Limpopo
River valley on small plots of land, where they
will do practically all the work themselves, though
the climate is very hot and hitherto has always
been unhealthy. The results of this experiment
and the progress of our church’s efforts to give
this colony the message of holiness will be inter
esting to follow.
3. DAR-ES-SALAAM is the main port of
Tanganyika, the large territory previously known
as German East Africa, and mandated to Britain
after World War I. A handful of British officials
governs this large African territory and presents
reports on her mandate to the United Nations
Assembly. There are many evidences in this port,
at least, of the success with which Britain is de
veloping the area. Africans run almost all the
services and industries, under a very unapparent
white supervision. Africans drive the launches,
work the cranes, run the locomotives, buses, taxis,
and motorcars, and man the offices and shops.

The hinterland, however, is full of Africans in
their primitive state with all the darkness of su
perstition and ignorance that goes along with it.
It was in this hinterland that Livingstone was
found on his knees in a hut at Chitambo, after
having given his life to open up the continent
to the gospel, and to bring to public attention and
concern the dreadful slave traffic, which he called
"the open sore of the world.” It was good to
meet missionaries from the interior and to hear
of the great revival movement that had swept
through the native churches of these parts.

Britain has made a good job of healing “the
open sore.” She is also steadily carrying out her
policy of preparing the population for selfgovernment, The position here, and increasingly
so as one goes farther north, is complicated by
the number of Arabs and Indians, mostly of the
Mohammedan religion, who make up a large
part of the coastal population. District Councils
on which whites, Africans, and Indians have equal
representation have been established and seem
to be working well.
4. MOMBASA is the seaport of Kenya. Here is
a town of three thousand whites, sixty thousand
5

Africans, thirty W n. and Indians, and fourteen
thousand Arab.. "'lie massive old fifteenthcentury castle, c.dmI Lent Jesus, overlooking the
old harbor, is nr ,i :.-cent of the days when the
Portuguese ion.:.' the slave-trading Arab> for
possession of th: ■
y The British now use Fort
Jesus as a gaol. Aw. sailing dhows still fill the
old harbor, but if
Jo not now go off to the
Zanzibar skive mwwt with their loads of human
cargo. They ply down from Arabia and the Per
sian Gulf with their carjiets and wares to sell. It
is refreshing to see the new docks filled with
twenty-four ocean liners and cargo vessels with
the flags of Britain. America, Germany, Holland.
Norway. Liberia, or Japan fix ing astern, remind
ing one that vessels are now returning to peaceful
trade among the nations. Long may it continue,
and may they bring to Africa’s shores many mis
sionaries to help the church keep pace with the
commercial, economic, and political advance of
her people.
Here again, missions have been working since
the days of Alexander Mackay. Mission schools,
encouraged by the government, have done much
for the people. Independent non-Christian native
schools, however, have more recently arisen and
have also received encouragement from a non
partial British g o v e r n m ent. Unfortunately,
amongst the Kikuyu tribe, these non-mission
schools became the breeding places of an under
ground subversive movement which in 1952 burst
forth into the dreadful Mau-Mau insurrection,
which up to date has accounted for the lives of
about two thousand loyal Africans.

The Christian natives, as well as the Europeans,
have been the special target of the Mau-Mau
terrorist gangs and many of them have been
done to death in most heinous ways because they
have refused to go through the Mau-Mau oath
taking blood ceremony. Many, ot course, have
given up their faith, under the terrible sullermg
and persecution. It is significant that the testi
mony of both missionaries and government oflieials is that the Christians who have been touched
by the previous great revival movement have
been those who have stood true even at the cost
of their lixes.
In spite of the state of emergency in Kenxa the
British government is pursuing its policx' of bring
ing self-government to her peoples. Whites. Afri
cans. Arabs, and Indians are all represented on
the Mombasa town council, carrying on their
deliberations in English. The central govern
ment of Kenxa now has an African minister of
state and an Indian minister in the cabinet, as
well as members of all races sitting together in
its parliament. While retaining their identity as
racial groups they are working together on an
equality basis for the good of all.
Our next port of call is Aden in Arabia, then
up the Bed Sea to Suez, bringing us to a different
part of the xvorld. We leave dark but lightening
Africa with a burden and prayer on our hearts
that the church will not tail in the challenge that
Africa today presents. We are xvell able to go
up and "possess" it. if the senders do their part
in prayer and giving, and it the sent-ones can
be found m sutticient numbers.

ULchtef. S.sract

/^ne of the qualities of spirit needed here in "Showers of Blessing" records, when, upon our
^'Israel is steadiness —the ability to enduro. prodding, they will permit our turn to come
With God’s poxver. dill icult ies eventually clear up. around.
Consequently, the Bible verse. "He that endureth
Another thing is the reinstating ot our Sunday
to the end." is a great support to our faith. There night service. Many problems had caused us to
are many things which confirm the value of steadi discontinue it temporarily but xve haxe noxv be
ness and patient xvaiting.
gun afresh. We have been pleased at the response,
One thing is that the ministerial group here for new faces have appeared. We do not know
finally permitted us to join them. While not all all the ways to bring in the passers-by. but strong,
the discussions of the group are profitable, yet giyful singing helps. We all feel happier and more
one of the attendant privileges of being a recog x u'tormus in our positive step.
nized pastor in the Brotestant community is the
We may take more baby steps than giant steps
right to broadcast when one’s turn comes around. here but xve believe that "he that endureth to
We hope to be able to incorporate much from the the end. the same shall be saved.'
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/An New Year's Day our faithful people over
the island of Barbados gathered for our all
day midyear Missionary Convention at Halls
Road. One would think, since the watch-night
service was held the night before, that there
would be a small crowd, but to the contrary, the
people overflowed the building.
There were two outstanding features of the
service that day, in addition to the stirring mes
sages on missionary work given by outside speak
ers.

Our hearts were encouraged and rejoicing over
the fine group of probationers who were taken
into full membership. Pastor Livingston Waithe,
from Shop Hill, was especially happy and he had
reason to be—several months ago he went into
a new parish to hold open-air services, and the
very first night thirty people bowed at the altar
seeking God. The Lord has blessed his labors
abundantly week after week, and now some of
these folk were being baptized and received into
membership. The following day, Rev. James H.
Jones, our district superintendent, organized that
church—the first Church of the Nazarene in the
Parish of St. Andrew. There are yet two other
parishes without a Church of the Nazarene. Help
us pray for these open fields.

In the picture you see Pastor Yearwood and
his church building at Sugar Hill. Pastor Year
wood and his people united with the Church of
the Nazarene on New Year’s Day. He had worked
in the Master’s vineyard for many years, inde
pendent of any denomination; but now because

ZAne of the Indians who suffered persecution
in Mexico recently is happy to have been
able to bear what happened to him. He has re
ported that when one of his companions, a new
convert, was being beaten and saw that death
was near, he said that he was not a Christian
and was being confused with someone else. Then
our hero said to him, "Why do you deny the
Lord ? Don’t you remember what the Bible says,
May, 1955

of his advanced
age he realized
that he must
find some way to
keep his church
going after his
life was over.
He asked the
Lord’s guidance
and God direct
ed him to the
Church of the
Nazarene at
Horse Hill. Lik
ing what he
heard there, he
sent the church
secretary to
Bridgetown to Pastor Yearwood and Sugar Hill
speak with Rev.
church from Mexico.
James Jones.
Brother Jones went out to investigate the church
and talk with the members. He found them to
be holiness people, and eager for affiliation with
a holiness group. Plans were made for amalga
mation. When they were received into fellow
ship with us they turned over to the Church of
the Nazarene their fine church building and par
sonage, which they had kept in good repair. We
welcome these fine people into the Nazarene
family.

We are especially requesting your prayers for
our wonderful national workers and also for
our building program at Rouen Village, Horse
Hill, and for our much-needed district tabernacle.

'Whosoever shall deny me before men, him will
I also deny before my Father which is in heav
en’?” So the new convert took courage and cried
out loudly: ‘'I am a Christian and I do not obey
the images that are in the church. Kill me if
you want, but Jesus is waiting for me in heaven.”

All of the brethren who were persecuted are
still suffering internal injuries.

em5
'T'o the most casual reader of the Scriptures
it is obvious that the advent of the Spirit on
the Day of Pentecost made a startling difference to
that little group of believers gathered in the
Upper Room. Is it too much to suppose that a
modern Pentecost would make just as startling a
revolution in the life of the present-day Church?
Leaving out the incidentals and the transient signs
that accompanied that first outpouring of the
Spirit, the essential central fact was that these
men and women suddenly became filled to over
flowing with God. Therein lay the secret of the
marvelous transformation. Such an experience is
available to any who will go God’s way and pay
God’s price. Let us notice briefly some of the
problems which Pentecost solved.

1. The “fear of man” problem. At the arrest
of Jesus, the disciples had deserted Him to a man,
Peter had denied his Lord with oaths and curses
before a little maid. For ten days the disciples
had cowered behind closed doors for fear of the
Jews. Pentecost came, and all this was changed.
Peter became the bold spokesman of the com
pany, and the champion of the Lord he had so
recently denied. The doors of the Upper Room
were flung open, and a band of courageous and
enthusiastic witnesses burst upon a startled city.
“We ought to obey God rather than men” was
their motto. They were irresistible and irrepres
sible.
2. The “purity” problem. There are those who
deny that the baptism of the Spirit effects any in
ward work of cleansing. Peter ought to know what

happened that day, and he is careful to tell us
at a later date exactly what did happen. Listen
to his words: “And God, which knoweth the
hearts, bare them witness [Cornelius and his
household], giving them the Holy Ghost, even
as he did unto us; and put no difference between
us [the 120 on the Day of Pentecost] and them,
purifying their hearts by faith" (Acts 15:8-9). A
heart cannot be filled with the Holy Ghost and
with sin at the same time!
3. The “certainty” problem. One of the out
standing features of the change wrought in these
men was their remarkable grasp upon the Scrip
tures. There was a new ring to their testimony,
and a clearer insight into the inner meaning of
the Word of God. Peter’s great address delivered
on that day is an illustration of this. He could
say with a note of complete assurance. "This is
that" (Acts 2:16). Their enemies were forced to
acknowledge this new aspect of their attitude.
They could not be gainsaid. The only answer they
had to this was persecution and martyrdom.
4. The “unity” problem. No amount of talk
ing on unity could have achieved anything in that
diverse company. Conferences would have been
a waste of time. James and John were out for the
front seats, and backed up by their mother, who
thought there was no one like them. Under the
very shadow of the Cross their Master had been
grieved to discover them contending for the fore
most place. Pentecost found them in “one accord”
(2:1) and “together” (2:44). It is the white heat
of hearts filled with divine love which makes pos
sible the welding together of souls. There is a
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A little girl at Blouberg
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Part of the crowd at the dedication of the Hazel Newman
Memorial.
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vital difference between being frozen together
and welded together.

the love of God, and eager to feed their souls
upon the bread of life.

5. The “money" problem. It has been truly
said that our attitude towards money is the
barometer of our spiritual life. If our pockets
and purses are not sanctified, we are not very
far along the road. Pentecost loosed the grip of
these men on earthly things, that they might grasp
heavenly things the tighter. No bazaars, raffles,
sales of work, beetle-drives, and cobweb socials
were necessary in the Early Church. There was
a spontaneous generosity in the giving of those
early Christians. When the church becomes
worldly, it must perforce descend to worldly
methods to finance itself. We believe that the
cure for financial worries is to be found in raising
the standard of spirituality. Filled hearts will
mean a filled treasury (Acts 2: 44-45) .

7. The “revival” problem. How many folks
sigh for the “good old days”! In some churches
the conversion of a soul would be an embarrass
ment rather than an occasion of joy. Old Sarah
laughed in unbelief at the very thought of hav
ing a son, and so would many a minister at the
thought of a soul being saved under his min
istry! The conversion of souls was not merely
a weekly affair in the days that followed Pente
cost, but “the Lord added to the church daily
such as should be saved” (Acts 2:47). This is the
divine order. It is true that there are seasons
for plowing and sowing and cultivating; but un
less this leads to harvest,4 then the labor is in
vain. “He that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing
precious seed, shall doubtless come again with
rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with him” (Ps.
126:6).

6. The “church attendance’’ problem. Many
and varied excuses and explanations are advanced
for the emptiness of the pews on Sunday, and
the meagerness of the prayer meeting during the
week. There was no such difficulty in the days
that followed Pentecost. Sunday did not suffice
for these eager souls. They were spiritually
hungry and they met daily in the Temple, and
not satisfied with this, they went from house to
house in the joy of a new-found fellowship (Acts
2: 46). These young Christians were not sophisti
cated sermon tasters, running after this and that
famous preacher, nor did they attend the house
of God to keep up appearances; they went, and
they went often, because they were aglow with

ranSuaa

Yes, Pentecost makes all the difference. The
first Pentecost changed a group of weak, cowardly,
self-seeking, quarrelsome people into courageous,
joyous, selfless, united witnesses who set the
world on fire. The problem of the church will
not be solved by discussions and conferences, but
when it gets to its knees and seeks God for an
other Pentecost. Your own problems cannot be
met by the psychologist; but seek God for a per
sonal Pentecost, and you will be amazed how
your perplexities will melt away. Pentecost trans
formed Peter and his fellow disciples, and it will
completely change you.
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Waiting for their smallpox vaccination
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Young man saved at the dedi
cation service and called to
preach.
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Z>N our way to Mosteiros on the island of Fogo,
we landed at St. Filipe, spent the night with
dur pastor, and left for the interior early on Sun
day morning, riding in the back of a truck. About
nine o’clock, we reached the place where the
lava flows crossed the road when the volcano
erupted last year, and they told us we had to
walk from there. Some women and two men
had come along to carry our trunks, cots, accor
dion, and other baggage. Loading them on their
heads, they set out across the rocky flows and
we followed. For the first hour it was very in
teresting, but after the second hour everything
looked alike—just one black mass of once-molten
rock, and the sharp edges of the lava were cutting
the soles right off our shoes. After the third hour,
we were all cheered to see some boys approach
ing on muleback. Oh. the luxury of a saddled
mule after three hours of walking over lava beds!
We all gladly mounted, and with three more
hours of riding, found ourselves in the village of
Mosteiros.

We took time for a short rest and a meal in
our pastor's home, and then went to our church
for a welcome service. They had a good pro
gram planned and the pastor’s musical children
were a real delight. There must have been about
three hundred people there and we never have
had a more enthusiastic response. I wish every
one at home could hear those people sing “Sing
Hosanna.”

The next morning we mounted our mules—and
Kathy Mosteller mounted her burro—and we
started climbing the side of the outside crater of
the volcano, to visit Cha, the place where water
came out of the rock in the midst of the drought
Season.
It was a beautiful day and the climb was un
eventful for two or three hours. We could look
down and see a sailboat that looked like a child’s
toy bobbing about on the turbulent sea. Before
long, however, our road began to narrow into a
trail, and became so steep that we could hardly
keep from sliding off the backs of our animals.
They were soon lathered and tired, so we stopped
and opened one of our foot lockers to get some
cans of food to open for lunch.

When we remounted we discovered that our
beasts had the idea that we had made some kind
of previous agreement that they would carry us
10
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halfway up and we would carry them the other
hall, for no amount of coaxing or beating with our
sticks could make them take another step. We
had to get oil and lead them along the slippery
paths. We had on overcoats, but between climb
ing and piffling our mules, the perspiration was
soon streaming down our bodies. Yet when we
took them ofl we were chilled to the bone almost
at once.

It was nearly sunset when we reached the sum
mit and saw the path leading around the rim of
the crater. Looking past a little rock house, we
could see down into the crater and across to the
base of the inner cone. We went down the steep,
winding descent, and soon began to pass little
rock corrals which fenced in goats and chickens,
and there were numerous patches of castor-bean
plants, a main source of income for these people.
We rode up to a small rock house with a
thatched roof just as an old woman came out in
the yard to stir a fire. Brother Mosteller called
out to inquire if this was not the home of our
main believers in Cha, and she replied that it
was, and we were very welcome. The cold night
breeze was already blowing, and we were happy
to roll off our mules and stand by the fire in the
yard while she went to call her husband.
We were graciously invited to enter their
humble home, and they reviewed for us the story
of how they had fled for their lives when the
volcano erupted. We all sat down on the one
bench and sighed wearily, but the evening was
yet before us; for as the old man talked, shadowy
figures flitted past the door and soon shy neigh
bors and relatives began to slip in and sit down
on the dirt floor. Margaret played the accordion
awhile, and we sang. But she soon pleaded weari
ness and the dust in the air made it almost im
possible to sing; so I took the accordion and played
everything I could think of, while they all sat
around and listened.
After prayer, the family, friends, and baggage
carriers all filed slowly out into the night, and I
suppose they all slept in the kitchen or one of
the other little buildings. The one-room house
was left to us. We soon had out our bran flakes
and powdered milk. Then we set up our cots
and stretched out. But the cold wind was howl
ing through every niche where the cow dung
had fallen out, and our all-wool navy blankets
The Other Sheep

In the September, 1954. issue of the “Other Sheep,” Mr. Wood told of
the beginning of his journey in the Islands. This is the rest of the story.
again proved to be insufficient. Wo turned and
tossed, until it was finally light enough to get
up and greet the light of a new day. It was a
magnificent sight to see the sun coining up be
hind the rugged inner cone of Fogo's volcano. Far
up tlie side we could see smoke circling lazily
up from a crevice near the mouth of the crater.
After our scanty breakfast, we went over to
see how our little chapel had fared. We discovered
that the lava had come right up to the back wall,
knocking it down, and then had run past the
church on both sides, sealing up the windows. But
tlie front door was still open and the inside of
the building was intact.
Back at the house, we once more played and
sang for the people. Then Brother Mosteller
prayed a wonderful pastoral prayer, committing
these poor people to the care of the flood Shepherd, for they are far from civilization and from
a pastor's direction and care, but not far from
the love of God and from His ever-watchful eye.
The sun was far up in the heavens and beam
ing hotly when we once again mounted our sure
footed beasts and left the main trail to visit the
place where the fountain of water came out of
the rocky side of the mountain in
We were surprised to see the large tank the
government has built there for storing the water,
and we let our thirsty mules drink from the little
tank that was built there originally. Several
people were there, tilling their goatskins and
watering their cattle and donkeys. I climbed on
top of the big cement tank and pulled open a
door to see that it really was filled with fresh,
cool water. I stood there and marveled that there
could possibly be so much water in a hot, rocky
spot of the desert like that. It was the last water
we were to see until we were once again out of
the crater.
We rode over miles of the powdery ash, stopping
now and then to marvel at the fantastic lava flows.
Our trail was marked out by stones set up in the
midst of the black desert, and sometimes we went
along the side of the outer cone, with only a thin
footing in the ash, beat out by our carriers, who
were ahead.
About noon we topped the rise and looked
down through the breaks in the clouds to the
valleys and ocean below us. The descent was not
nearly so difficult as the ascent, but there were
a number of times when we had to get off and
lead our animals, for it was impossible to keep
our balance. Too, the path frequently led right
across a stream of the twisted, broken lava.
When we rode into the little village at the foot
of the mountain, at dusk, we were a tired, dirty,
May, 1955

bedraggled group, and we were decidedly relieved
to see the truck waiting for us. Alvaro Andrade,
<»ur pastor, looked like the personification of civili
zation!
Wo loaded into the back of the truck and took
the long, rough journey back to St. Felipe, to our
pastor’s home, where his wife had hot water and
soap waiting for us. She knew that would be
the first thing we would want—even before food.
After a refreshing night’s sleep we once more
braved the rolling breakers of the Fogo beach and
boarded our boat for Praia. Margaret and I tried
sitting on the deck, but when the boat suddenly
struck a forty-five degree angle, letting a big
wave sweep over us from the back, we decided
to move inside.
We reached Praia about four o’clock in the
afternoon. Brother Mosteller tended to important
business the next day, and that night, after service,
we embarked for the' island of Maio. We were
surprised to see how diff erent it is from the other
islands. The rest are mountainous and usually
have black sand; but Maio is a flat plain, rising
out of the ocean, and has beautiful white-sand
beaches, where the women dig holes in the sand
and scoop up their fresh drinking water.
We were met by our pastor, Jose Correia, who
immediately took us to see the new’ church build
ing that is almost ready for its roof. It is going
to be a nice stone building, about the size of our
average churches at home. It has a commanding
view of the harbor and can be seen from almost
any point.
We enjoyed the welcome service in the church
that night, but we could see that the lack of edu
cational advantages was more pronounced here
than in the other islands. Our pastor told us
what a problem it is from the standpoint of edu
cating his own children. He also told us how
scanty their food supply is, for very few boats
go to Maio. As we were being escorted, by
practically the whole congregation, to our boat
that night, I breathed a special prayer for every
one of our Christians there—and especially for
our pastor and his family, for it is certainly not
an easy life on one of these out-of-the-way islands.
But we have to remember that there are “other
sheep" there for whom Christ died!
We sailed for S. Vicente that night with full
hearts and a greater burden and vision for our
people than we could have possibly known be
fore. We were about two or three weeks later
than we had expected to be, and we were tired
and anxious for home, but we had had unfor
gettable experiences that we would not have
missed for anything!
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Quentin Eugene Howard—I was born in Em
mett. Idaho, on May 9, 1919, and attended grade
and high school there.
I attended the Church of the Nazarene when
very small and at the age of six or seven I definite
ly felt the need of Christ in my heart. I was con
verted and sanctified when quite young. When
I was thirteen years old, I first felt it was God's
will for me to be a missionary. A year later He
began leading me to prepare for medical mission
work. I attended Northwest Nazarene College.
Pasadena College, and the University of Southern
California. My four years of medical school were
in Washington. D.C., at the George Washington
University.
Through military service, medical school, and
hospital work. God's call remained with me. be
coming constantly more persistent.
After being released from the medical service
of the United States Air Force in 1951, I estab
lished an office for general practice in Emmett,
Idaho, continuing there until 1954. We came to
British Honduras in October, 1954.
It is a joy to know that we are following our
Lord, as He leads. We are trusting in His promise
to be with us. even to the end of the world.
Margie Nell Howard—I was born in Benton,
Arkansas, on September 7. 1922, and moved to
Emmett, Idaho, when I was three years old.
After deciding upon a career of nursing, I at
tended Northwest Nazarene College and Samari
tan Hospital School of Nursing, graduating from
both institutions in 1944.
I was converted and sanctified while still a
young child, and joined the Church of the Naza
rene at an early age. In 1943 I married Quentin
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William Jack Pease—I was born October 25.
1921, in Calgary, Alberta. Canada, where I com
pleted public and high school. During my
eleventh-grade year I yielded my heart and life
to Christ. I had always gone to church and Sun
day school but this was the first I know of being
"born again.” Shortly after my conversion I
heard of holiness and sought and found this ex
perience. I joined the Canadian Army in Sep
tember of 1940 and served for three years, though
not overseas. While I was in the army the Lord
called me to His service, and opened the way for
me to secure my discharge in time to go to
Bible college in October. 1943. I spent three
wonderful years in Canadian Nazarene College,
graduating in 1946. In July. I married Lenora
Mary Kaechele. We have two sons. Lawrence and
Kenneth. We pastured at Dawson Creek, Drum
heller. and Claresholm, and served as district sec
retary and treasurer. We sailed for India on No
vember 13. 1954.
Lenora Mary Pease—I was born on February
28, 1919, at Bashaw, Alberta. Canada, the second
of seven children. I have lived all my life in a
Nazarene parsonage except for my years at
Canadian Nazarene College. During the spring
revival at C.N.C. I settled my up-and-down ex
perience, and was later sanctified at Red Deer
camp meeting, at which time God called me to
definite service for Him. I met William at C.N.C.
and we were married on July 3, 1946.
Now we are in India and I am thankful for
this place of service in Christ’s kingdom.
Howard and we have three children—Quentin,
Jr., Marita, and Joanne.
The Other Sheep

fifty miles over rough, rocky, steep Andean
180 persons, and the evening services were always hosts
to upwards of 300.
mountain trails to come to the combined Young
People’s and Missionary convention at Chota. They Each group brought their portion of the food. Some
climbed one trail that has been appropriately named “Go
brought coffee, others dried corn. A couple came with
sheep, and another with eggs. All brought something and
turned it over to the ones chosen beforehand as cooks.
They had a great time eating together, chatting, and
meeting the Nazarenes from other sections. Their stom
achs were filled, their hearts wTere encouraged, but
greatest of all, their spiritual needs were met.
ome walked

S

The morning and afternoon hours were filled with
lectures on some subjects, and open discussions on others.
Whatever the program was, the crowd was there, listen
ing intently, trying to learn a bit more. Many jotted
down notes of new ideas they wanted to carry home
and put into practice. Our work can’t help growing when
people take the interest that these folks do.

Night after night God blessed the services with seekers.
Especially was this true on the last two nights. The altar
Chota before the sun came out, seen from the mountain
side.
Ahead if You Can,” and they slept w'herever they could
their first night on the way. But this group of ten in
spired Nazarenes from Naranjito were determined to
be present at this spiritual fiesta.

Sixty others came from another town, and fourteen
from still another. Groups of twelve, eight, and ten, came
in from all over the district until the basement floor where
they slept looked like a patchwork quilt with their many
ponchos. In any one of the services, including the early
morning prayer meeting, you could count from 150 to

The kitchen crew for the convention. They do most of
their cooking in those clay pots on the floor.

was lined, benches were turned around, and still more
came. Other benches were turned, more came, and on
and on as these glorious services were crowned by
the presence of the blessed Holy Spirit.

The group that walked fifty miles, with Clyde Golliher
May, 1955

Of special blessing to the hearts of the missionaries
was the ready response of the people to the message
of holiness. Their hearts hunger for that glorious ex
perience, which Christ died to provide for us, and many
made a complete consecration and believed in God to
sanctify them wholly. We are expecting great things
from this section of the Andes.
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GENERAL PRESIDENTS
NOTES
Tithe of the Tithes
During the
General
Board
meeting this
January the fol
lowing
recom
mendation from
the Department
of Foreign Mis
sions was adopt
ed:
"Feeling that
the Easter and
Thanksgiving of
ferings are increasing in interest and
momentum, for which we are grate
ful, and knowing that these offerings
are vital as inspirational expres
sions of our people, but realizing
the urgent need of strengthening reg
ular monthly income, we recommend
that each local church now sending a
tithe of the regular tithe offerings be
commended and that other churches
be urged to tithe the regular tithe
offerings into the General Budget as
a vital part of their total 10 per cent
giving for world evangelism.
"We commend the General Stew
ardship Committee for its work and
recommend that this committee be
urged to utilize every department and
periodical of the church in stressing
both the inspirational and the regular
aspects of this program.”
We believe that our problem of a
regular, dependable, and proportion
ate inflow of money into the General
Budget channels could be solved by
each church sending systematically
the tithe of its regular income, just
as an individual pays his tithe regu
larly into the local church.
The beginning of the new assembly
year would be a wonderful time to
start this regular inflow into the
General Budget. God is marvelously
blessing the churches that are follow
ing this method.
Oh, that God would give a passion
for lost souls until all our churches
would be unable to withhold their
participation!

Maryella Long, one of our workers
at Lehi Pima Indian Mission, writes:
"Please put a short thank you note
in the Other Sheep for the dear ones
everywhere who have been so kind
and thoughtful in praying for me.”
(Mrs. Long was in an automobile ac
cident, but has now returned to Lehi
to resume work.)
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ARE THEY?
Are the men
actually entering
into the program
and activities of
the missionary
society? Statis
tics for 1954 re
veal that 22 per
cent of the total
N.F.M.S. mem
bership are men.
B u t statistics
do not tell the
whole story. Here are a few of the
reports of men and their missionary
activities:

Bill Wilkes, chairman of the Men’s
“Elmer Schmelzenbach C h a p t e r,”
writes: “We are following the pre
scribed course of study and find each
lesson a blessing which challenges us
to do more for our blessed Lord. Over
half of our chapter members belong
to the Prayer and Fasting League.
We have completed one-half of our
official box work for the year and
started on the other half this month.
“Several members have read three
or more reading course books, with
many more participating. We take an
active part in all programs, for each
monthly emphasis. We are striving to
be a standard chapter.”
“In October we organized our N.F.
M.S. with ten members. Since then
we have taken in two associates and
there are several others who will be
eligible for full membership in a few
weeks. Our society is doing very well
thus far. Our Prayer and Fasting
League has been started and most of
the members belong. Almost half of
our society is made up of men and
they are attending and enjoying the
missionary meetings. Our study chair
man is a man, Maj. Thurman Draper,
of the Air Force. Mrs. Blanche Wil
liams is the president.”

‘■ The N.F.M S. now recognizes that
all phases of, Christian service should
be shared equally by both the men
and the women of the Church of the
Nazarene. There is no justification
for the men of our great denomination
to accept less than ;hdr true obliga
tions to the consecrated missionaries
Lliat the Church of the Nazarene is so
fortunate to have on the field through
out the various countries of the world
- and the missionaries include some
of our finest and most capable men.
Let all of us join the N.F.M.S. in
working together to help fulfill the
Great Commission.”

“I must write and tell you how
much our missionary' society has
prospered since the men have their
own chapter.
“We divide up for half an hour and,
can you believe it- the men take at
least ten minutes extra!”

“We have been having interesting
study nights the first Wednesday of
each month to get missions before the
whole church. We combine business
and work in the afternoon meeting.
Our Alabaster service was outstanding
with the men presenting ‘A Light in
the Darkness.’ Ninety-two dollars was
given in the offering.”
“It was my privilege to attend the
meeting at which was organized a
chapter exclusively for the men of
our church.
“We were happy to have Dr. R. J.
Plumb, our district superintendent, to
launch this new venture.”

May Is
“Other Sheep” Month

“We organized a men’s chapter fol
lowing the assembly, with twenty
seven charter members; and under the
able leadership of Ronnie Stanton as
president, they are doing an excellent
job for God and missions.”
“Eight men turned out last Thurs
day at 6:30 a.m. for our first prayer
and fasting service. These services
will be held the first Thursday morn
ing of each month.”
The Other Sheep

will probably be the next mission to
open in the Guanimar district.”
Faith Coolidge
Philippine Islands

“We are both feeding better physi
cally because* of the touch of the
Lord in answer to your prayers.”
Adrian and Wil I one Rosa
Portuguese East Africa

PRAYER REQUESTS
Choose1 one or two for your Prayer
Chart.
Goal.- for Quadroon him
1.
N.F.M.S. Membership of 125,000
2. A missionary society in every
functioning church
3. Alabaster 1955-56 Offering of
$300,000.00
4.
The Memorial Holl
5.
A 10 per Cent Church
Find out from your district presi
dent the goal for members on your
district and in your church. Know
the number of churches not. having
a missionary society on your district.
Pray for a certain amount of Alabaster
money in your church. Determine to
add a name or two to your Memorial
Roll. Pray that your church will give,
as a minimum, 10 per cent of their
total income this year,

ANSWERED PRAYER
The many friends of Miss Maude
Cretors will be glad to know that she
is wonderfully improved in health.
Thank God tor this marvelous answer
to prayer!
Australia

“There are signs of deep heart
searching. There is also evident a
strong faith for revival among our
preachers and people. Not a few are
joyously buoyant in their expressions
of faith for the coming widespread
visitation. I have heard preachers say,
T know it is coming, hallelujah! We
do not have a doubt.’ I believe per
sonally this 1955 is our big year of
opportunity, and it is time we realized
the outpouring we are longing for.”
Rev. A. Berg
Cuba

More news has come about Guani
mar. Cuba.
“During the first week fifty-five
souls sought the Lord at El Cedro,
near Guanimar, and gave testimony
of salvation.
“The second week we held a revival
at Ojo de Agua, another village in
the same vicinity. The average at
tendance was 85 and during the week
there were 35 seekers. Sunday night
there were 150 present. Many had
walked nearly three miles to the
meeting.
“During the revival at El Cedro,
several came down from El Punto, and
a man from there was saved. They
want us to go up there and open up a
mission in one of the homes. This
May, 1955

“Our prayers have been answered
with respect to the permit for Mrs.
Salmons. The government has granted
her permanent residence in P.E.A
Thank God!”

EMPHASIS FOR JUNE

PRAYER AND FASTING
We have* been chaiiemdo-1
Nazarenos to deny themselves food at
a minimum of twenty-five cents a
week and give that amount to mis
sions. This self-denial would bring in
$3,250,000.00 a year. One of our re
tired missionaries has presented this
additional challenge.
Note:

Ten Cents a Day

PRAY. FAST. GIVE. Acts 20:35
says, “Remember the words of the*
Lord Jesus, how he said. It is more
blessed to give than to receive.” The
tithe belongs to the Lord in a special
way. We do not give the tithe- we
PAY it. Active Christians give of their
talents, their time, their services, and
their means.
I wish to write a little about “give”
as applied to our cash money. In the
Prayer and Fasting League the idea
of fasting is primarily to save some
of the cost of food, and give it as a
special offering to the Lord.
If we fasted once a week, and saved
the price of a seventy-cent meal (?),
we would save seventy cents a week,
or ten cents a day.
The 1954 statistics gives the total
membership of the Church of the
Nazarene as over 269,000. If 269,000
Nazarenos gave the Lord ten cents
a day for one year, the amount is
staggering: $9,838,000.00. What tre
mendous things God could accomplish
with an investment like this for just
one year! Take an active part in the
Prayer and Fasting League in your
church.

British Guiana

Rev. Donald K. Ault, P.O. Box 170,
Georgetown, British Guiana, writes:
“We arc in urgent need of lesson picture cards, Beginner and Primary
Bible Lesson Leaflets, Beginner and
Primary Handwork materials, backdated Sunshine and Junior Joys, and
1954 ONLY Heralds. Other Sheep, and
(Conquest. Especially would like copies
of the March 10, 1954, special issue of
the Herald last year. Can use these
matt i ials regularly, every month.”
E r\ package should be addressed
t< Rev Donald K. Ault. P.O. Box 170,
Uron, British Guiana, and
USED LITERATURE FOR
b REE DISTRIBUTION.

AiLABASTER CORNER

There’s a Way!
Wo are working hard for a big
Alabaster offering. One lady told me
that she has been walking to and from
town and putting her bus fare into
her Alabaster Box. Several of us have
been able to donate blood at the hospilal $25.00 a pint. One lady had
RH factor, so received $35.00. She was
so thrilled and really left a wonder
ful testimony with the blood bank
man.”
“Thank you for the printing of the
story of the Alabaster cow. I have
a pedigreed Toy Manchester dog that
just had a litter of puppies and, al
though they are black, one will be
an Alabaster puppy.”
“I do not have much money of my
own, and about the time we passed
out our Alabaster Boxes my husband’s
work let up; so I took it to God in
prayer, and He showed me some ways
I could save. For one thing, I bought
new trimmings for my old hat and
made it do another year and put the
difference in the price of a new one in
my box; then I had my shoes half
soled and new heels put on, and the
money I saved on them went into my
box; one day I stayed with a neigh
bor’s baby, and when she insisted on
paying me, I took it for my Alabaster
Box.”

William Harvey Coats

“Casa Robles”

REQUESTS FROM
MISSIONARIES
India

Miss Mary Harper, of India, writes
she is very much in need of good
used flannelgraph materials of all
kinds. Send in Manila envelope as
used printed matter. Address to:
Miss Mary Harper
% Mon Caprice Bungalow
Chikalda, Amrouti District
Berar, India

“We had our Alabaster service here
in our Mehkar (India) church yester
day. It was a blessed service. I ex
pected the people to bring their little
boxes with a bit of money, but when
they came to give their offerings there
was practically no small change. One
little boy brought in a chicken and
put it under the table. His eyes were
so big and shiny. It is a joy to give
that others might know Christ, isn’t
it? It is a special joy to give that love
offering to Christ which is beyond our
duty.”
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My Dear Junior Friends:
You who have been in school are looking for
ward to summer vacation. Wouldn’t it seem
strange to begin summer vacation on Decem
ber 15? This is when the Bible schools in South
Africa begin theirs. Their seasons are just op
posite from ours here in the Northern Hemis
phere. Do you know why?

From the land of South Africa, where the tem
perature is 1(10 degrees in the shade at Christ
mas time, comes our letter today. It is from Mrs.
Kenneth Stark, whose husband is a doctor in
our E.L.M. Hospital. Here is her story-letter to
you:

“She has a nice face. Mommy,” whispered little
Johnny in my ear. I had looked at that old black
face many times, but I wondered what little John
saw. so I looked again. Old Rhoda isn't pretty,
but I felt as John did—she has a nice face. Can
you guess why? Your puzzle will tell you the
answer. Rhoda’s face shows what is in her heart,
like a mirror. What does your face show?
Rhoda always comes to church, unless she is
too sick to walk. Sometimes she helps keep the
smaller children quiet when they get restless in
the service. Does someone have to say to you
sometimes, “Shhh.” or. “Sit still”? It is often
the missionaries that have to tell the little black
boys and girls, “Shhh." because they sit on the
floor at our feet during the service. I think it
must seem pretty uncomfortable after a while,
don’t you? There is no room for them to sit with
their mothers. Those from about three to eight
years of age sit on the floor. All the rest of the
people sit on benches without any backs. The
part of the services the African children like the
best is the singing. They know many, many
choruses and songs by memory.

Many of these little children come from homes
where they have no Christian parents to get them
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ready for Sunday school. Sometimes they are
dressed only in dirty rags, which often is all they
have. They need Jesus in their hearts. When they
can, persuade their fathers and mothers to come
with them to church they are very pleased. It is
wonderful telling them of Jesus, who loves them.
Did you know that Jesus loves them, too. even
though they may have no shoes to wear, and
their clothes are often ragged and dirty? Yes,
He docs! You can help them to find Jesus as
their Friend and Saviour by praying for them.

As I write to you now, I hear the crack of a
long whip, where one of the African men is doing
his spring plowing. Several little boys and girls
are out helping him. They don’t seem to feel
the heat of the sun, and they never sunburn, as
we do. How wonderfully the Heavenly Father has
fixed it so that where the sun is so hot He has
made the people’s hair thick and their skin black,
so they won’t get burned!

As we sang in one of our services recently, the
people came up with their tithes and offerings.
One woman came up carrying her little girl,
about a year old. She put her own coin on the
table and then quickly pulled another from the
baby’s mouth and dropped it on the table. Each
one brings his own offering, you see, and the baby
was carrying hers in her mouth.
Pray and give for Jesus’ other little children,
will you?
Lovingly, Your Aunty Anne (Stark)

Answer to last month's puzzle: Philippians 4:19
The verses that will tell you why Rhoda had a
nice face are from a book in the Old Testament.
Can you find them? The code is the same: A is 1;
B is 2; C is 3; etc. 16-18-15-22-5-18-2-19. (15:13
and 23: 7a)
Always your friend.

Mrs. W. D. McGraw, Jr.

The Other Sheep

And Now, New Guinea

I Will Build My Church

Gospel over the Andes

A firsthand,
up-to-the-minute report of Nazarene mis
sion's latest frontier—New Guinea. You'll
be fascinated as you read of General Su
perintendent Powers' trip into this land
of Stone Age, man-eating people . . .
BUT challenged at the possibilities of
taking them the gospel.
75c
By HARDY C. POWERS.

By ROGER S. WINANS. Here is your

By HELEN TEMPLE. Helen Temple has

opportunity to become acquainted with
one of the great pioneer missionaries—
Roger Winans. As you relive his life on
these pages, you will receive anew an
unforgettable picture of missionary de
votion and sacrifice, crowned with eternal
rewards.
si.oo

once again given us a book of interestpacked missionary stories of people rep
resenting all parts of Nazarene missions.
Many are closely related with the ma
terial presented in the study book. Some
are humorous, others are serious, all are
heart-warming.
$1.00
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Unlike other years, with the emphasis on one par
ticular mission field, this year's missionary study
book presents the work of missions the world around
as carried on by the Church of the Nazarene. Not
only are the supervisory activities of the home office
and the work of the missionaries and nationals them
selves pointed out, but the part each minister and
layman can play in keeping this Kingdom-building
work going.

When you have completed this book, you cannot
help having a more personal interest in world-wide
missions.
$1.00

Fifty Years of Nazarene
Missions, Volume II
By MENDELL TAYLOR and RUSSELL
V. DeLONG. This is a companion to Vol

ume I of the same title. Here is au
thentic information on each field along
with the names of those who have la
bored so faithfully in helping make the
cause of missions what it is today. An
excellent reference set.
$2.75

Ambassador to the Africans
By MRS. DAVID B. JONES and Sons. A
captivating biography of David H. Jones,
who when a young man turned aside
from his ambition of becoming a merchant
and answered God's call. The result—a
life of loyal service in developing the
missionary arm of the International Holi
ness Mission, now a part of the Church of
the Nazarene.
$1.00

NAZARENE
Washington at Bresee
Pasadena 7

CalHcrnia

PUBLISHING
2923 Troost Avenue, Box 527
Kansas City 41, Missouri

Reading Course

Record Book
An attractively bound book
with detailed instructions, use
ful suggestions, and twentyone chart-like pages for keep
ing a record on each member
over a four-year period.
25c

They Reach for Life
By JOHN E. SKOGLUND. The experi
ence of a German refugee and an Indian
farmer plus many other people the world
around whose lives have been revolution
ized by the power of the gospel. The un
usual hunger for a ''better life" will open
your eyes to the great possibilities of the
missionary message.
$1.25
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